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Summary of research findings

The use of computers is now growing as never
before, and this growthis likely to continue for the
foreseeable future. As a result, individuals and
organisations are becoming much more dependent
on the accurate operation of their computer
systems. In the developed countries, the majority
of high-value financial transactions are already
carried on electronic funds transfer systems, and
new systems are being developed for the much
larger numberof smaller transactions in theretail
and wholesale trades.

Organisations have always made provision in
systems design and operation for accidents and
errors, and have provided a meansforlimiting the
damage that they can do. Users have also been
aware that a single major accident could destroy
a whole computer centre and have made some
plans for recovering from such disasters. Even so,
few organisations have comprehensive disaster
plans.

Recently, organisations haverealised that deliber-
ate human acts may pose threats to their computer
systems. Unscrupulous people may extract confi-
dential data, malicious people may damage sys-
tems, and criminal people may steal money and
other assets with the assistance of computers.
These risks have been increased by the spread of
timesharing, end-user computing, microcomputers,
andelectronic interbusiness communications. Time-
sharing has spread, providing many more people
with the use of computers. End-user computing has
put more people in direct contact with computer
systems, bypassing the controls of the systems
department. Microcomputers have consolidated
both trends, and provide highly portable data
storage. Electronic interbusiness communications
give people whoare not even employees, and thus
not subject to managementdiscipline, access to the
organisation☂s systems.
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Most standard textbooks instruct the information
systems manager faced with these threats to per-
form a formal risk analysis and to allocate resources
to security measures accordingto its results. This
is a difficult task for a manager wholacks experi-
encein assessing the various threats to his systems.
It is particularly difficult in the case of deliberate
attacks because:
♥ Reliable statistics about the incidence of the

various threats to computer systemsare rarely
available.

♥ The defence measures adopted may work only
for a limited time. The person causing a threat
will adapt his or her behaviour to bypass the
knowndefences, exploiting any loopholes that
remain.

This report therefore focuses on the threats to
computer systems posed by deliberate actions, and
the defences that may be used to combat the
threats. The report does not discuss risk analysis
methodologies because these have been the subject
of many books andarticles. Instead we aim to
provide the information systems manager with a
perspective on the threats that are posed,the losses
that they can cause, and the possible defences.
Wehave divided the risks into four categories ♥
unauthorised access to data, fraud, sabotage, and
misuse of computer systems ♥ each of whichis the
subject of one chapter of this report. The final
chapter provides guidelines for reducing the
threats to computer systems.

In summary,the guidelines show that organisations
can make their computer systems much more
secure, both physically andlogically, by adopting
certain basic good security practices. Most of the
reported cases of penetration by hackers and of
computer fraud would have been prevented by
very simple management practices. The appropri-
ate defencesare detailed in the body of the report.
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Summary of research findings

RESEARCH METHOD
The research for this report was carried out duringthe secondhalf of 1985 and early 1986 and was ledby David Flint, research manager for the ButlerCox Foundation. He was assisted by Roberto Sasso,a consultant with Butler Cox in London, DidierGoy, from Butler Cox☂s Paris office, John Derksfrom Butler Cox in the Netherlands, and Stats-konsult, Butler Cox☂s agents in Scandinavia.
The members☂ responses to the scope documentshowed considerable differences in the level ofconcern and the degreeof sophistication in securitymatters. With the exception of Sweden,the re-sponses showeda surprisingly low level of experi-enceof risk analysis, even though this techniquehas been the subject of a great deal of academicattention and is widely recommended by security

vi

experts. In Swedenthere is extensive experienceof Security by Analysis, a methodology sponsoredby the Swedish Vulnerability Board.
Becauserisk analysis is a complex technical subjectwith only limited application experience, wedecided to concentrate instead on the risks thatform the subject of any risk analysis. Guided bymembers☂ responses, we focused on the ☁new☂ risksassociated with personal computers, networks, andbusiness computing.
Ourresearch included a comprehensiveliteraturesearch, and an annotated bibliographyis includedat the end of the report. We also met with organ-isations that had suffered attacks on their com-puter systems and with computer suppliers andexperts in computer security.
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Chapter 1
Unauthorised access to data

All organisations use their computer systems to
store data that are vital to the efficient functioning
of the business, and unauthorised access to this
data (by people within the organisation or by out-
siders) can have grave consequences. The severity
of these consequences may range from embarrass-
mentto loss of trade secrets or market advantage,
and even to threats to health and life in the case
of medical research data. The organisation may also
be prosecuted if it fails to prevent unauthorised
access to particular types of data. (Chapter 4
describes the legal requirements for ensuring that
data are secure.)
Some organisations regard all of their data as
confidential. However, in most organisations
unauthorised access to most of the data would
cause little more than minor embarrassment. In
most cases, there is only a limited amount of
genuinely sensitive data, which usually falls into
one of seven categories:
♥ Personal datais sensitive because it may include

information that the individual would not wish
to be generally known. Furthermore, most
developed countries now have laws governing
the collection, storage, and use of such data.

♥ Research data is sensitive, as it may lead to
improvements in products or to new products
or may reveal previously unknownsideeffects
of current products or processes.

♥ Ina competitive situation, bid data (price and
terms, qualifications, method to be used, etc.)
may be highly sensitive.

♥ Trading data (quantities and prices of goodsthat
are traded) maybesensitive either because the
facts would cause unfavourable comment or
because knowledge of the price would affect the
behaviour of competitors.

♥Fault data can also be sensitive because
competitors can sometimesgain an advantage by
knowing which products or services are most
troublesome.

♥ Accounting data is sensitive, particularly prior
to the announcementof results.
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♥ Executive correspondence and board minutes
may besensitive, especially where they deal
with plans for developing the business.

Regardless of whether data are stored in conven-
tional media (paper, microfilm, index cards,etc.)
or in computer systems, the major threat of un-
authorised access comes from the organisation☂s
own employees. In this report, however, we are
concerned mainly with external threats to data
stored in computer systems. Nevertheless, the
threats from your own staff should be kept in mind
when considering security measures. Thereislittle
point in spending large sums of moneyto encrypt
data that could be obtained by buying a few drinks
for a clerk.

Unauthorised access to computer systems by
people from outside the organisation may be gained
in four main ways:
♥ By hacking: hackersusetheir skill to ☁fool☂ the

system into believing they are genuine,
authorised users.

♥ By listening to deliberate electromagnetic
broadcasts.

♥ By listening to inadvertent electromagnetic
broadcasts.

♥ By wiretapping.
We now discuss each of these threats in turn.

HACKING

In recent years, considerable media attention has
been given to the practice of hacking. Films such
as WarGames and Les Spécialistes and the
prosecution of some hackers have drawnattention
to the problem. The publication of books such as
The Hacker☂s Handbook and Out of the Inner Circle
and notorious penetrations such as that of British
Telecom☂s Telecom Gold messaging system and of
the Rijksinstitut voor Volksgezandheid en Milieu-
hygiene☂s systems (Dutch Government☂s Institute
for Health and Environment) have revealed both
the scale and sophistication of hacking. And the
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penetration of Prince Philip☂s Prestel mailboxreceived considerable publicity. The list of organ-
isations whose systems have now been penetratedby hackers ranges from department stores toresearchinstitutions to the United States Depart-ment of Defense. Access has been gained via alltypes of networks (public telephone, Telenet,videotex, public electronic mail, and so forth).
Hackingis not a new problem, however.In 1974,a pupil at Westminster School, London, brokethe security of a major timesharing service byreading passwords from the line buffers used bythe operating system. In this way heobtained thepassword of a highly privileged user, which hecould have used to destroy files, change otherpeoples☂ passwords, andalterbills for computerservices.

PROFILE OF A HACKER
The typical hackeris a bright teenage boy with ahome computer and a modem. Today, the equip-ment need cost only a few hundred dollars, andcosts will continueto fall. The telephonebills canbe high, however. Speaking on a radio programmein autumn 1985, an anonymous hackersaid thatmost dedicated hackers in the United Kingdomhave telephonebills of $500 per quarter, whilsteven the occasional hacker may spend $200. InEurope, hacking is clearly inhibited by thisexpense.
As a consequence, most hackers are found in theUnited States, where free local calls, ubiquitousdata networks, and the custom of billing the costof incomingcalls to the host make hacking easy andinexpensive. Nevertheless, hackers can be foundin all the advanced countries, and we expect theirnumbers to increase. Alhough it is difficult toestimate accurately, we believe there are, forinstance, a few hundred active hackers in theUnited Kingdom, of whom only a dozen or soemploy the most sophisticated methods.
The typical hacker is neither criminal nor mali-cious. He is motivated by a consuminginterest incomputers and is, as a person, rather similar toSome systems programmers. His energy and dedi-cation are considerable, and some hackers areprepared to spend many months attempting topenetrate a single system.
Hackers communicate with each other via primi-tive electronic mail systemscalled bulletin boards,using them to share information and to coordinateattackson specific systems. In many cases, hackersmounting a coordinated attack on a system havenot met personally and are knownto one anotheronly by pseudonyms.

wr
Bulletin boards are usually based on microcom-puters with hard discs and most often are notprincipally concerned with hacking. Sometimes,abulletin boardis concealed in a commercial multi-access system. This type of bulletin boardis knownas a ☁cuckoo☂snest☂. By the end of 1985, there wereat least 30 bulletin boards in the Netherlands, 150in the United Kingdom, and thousands in theUnited States.
Some hackers are extremely resourceful. Appen-dix 1 describes some of the methods actually usedby hackers. They range from the very simple (tryall possible one-character passwords) to the verysophisticated (use of a ☁Trojan Horse☂ program toobtain secure passwords). Some hackers are alsovery well informed. They even obtain (and read)suppliers☂ manuals on the internal workings ofoperating systems.
For most organisations, the greatest hacking threatcomes from their own timesharing users and dataprocessing staff. These people already have accessto the computers andtolists of account names, andthey have programmingskills, so they are ideallyplaced to launch anattack on the confidential partsof systems. In one case reportedto us, a program-mer wasabletotell managersthe results of theirannual salary reviews before they had learnedthem officially.

THE DAMAGE CAUSED BY HACKERS
Most hackersinterferelittle with the systems theypenetrate. They obtain their satisfaction from theintellectual challenge of circumventing a system☂spassword or security procedures. A minority ofhackers ♥ known as crashers ♥ get theirsatisfaction from crashing systems. In 1985, sucha hacker brought down a large minicomputersystem operated by the United States GeologicalSurvey in Reston, Virginia, by changing a jobqueue. Though no data were lost, the recoveryprocedures were expensive. In another case,crashers were estimated to have caused damageworth $100,000 to a computer company inCalifornia.
A few hackersare also thieves, however. Again in1985, teenagers, coordinating their attack viabulletin boards, hacked into TRW☂s computersystems and ordered thousands of dollars☂ worthof equipment.It took the police 130 hours of onlinework to identify them. In yet another case, thistime in the Netherlands, a hacker damagedpart ofa database and threatened further damage unlesshe waspaid five million guilders.
Thereislittle direct evidence to suggest that hack-ing is being used for industrial espionage purposes
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♥ but it could be. The potential is illustrated by
a case where an industrial spy wasable to readoil
companies☂ geological data stored at a computer
bureau. He did this by asking for a scratch tape,
and then read the previous users☂ data from it.

Hackers may sometimesalter data in the systems
they penetrate. After a hospital computer was
penetrated by hackersit was only the vigilance of
anurse that prevented the wrong treatment being
given to a cancerpatient.
In practice, most hackers are a nuisance rather
than a real threat. The nuisance may, however, be
considerable, and may lead to substantial expense.
The United States Department of Agriculture has
admitted to spending over $50,000 to track down
one hacker, for example, and this is probably a
considerable underestimate.
A further risk of having hackers on your system
is that they may reveal passwords and access
procedures to people who are maliciousorcriminal.
We know of several cases where crashers (hackers
who enjoy crashing systems) found out about
access numbers and passwordsvia bulletin boards.
We knowof no cases wherecriminals or spies have
donethis, but that, of course, does not prove that
it has not happened. In our view, penetration by
hackers is a real threat to any system containing
either confidential data or applications that could
be interfered with.
THE DEFENCES AGAINST HACKING
Most hackersare able to gain entry because of poor
password management. The following guidelines
should keep out most hackers:
♥ All passwords should be at least six characters

long, with alphanumeric characters and some
punctuation marks being allowed.

♥ Proper names, account numbers, telephone
numbers, car registration numbers, and
☁obvious☂ passwords such as ☁PASSWORD☂ and
☁SECRET☂, should not to be used.

♥ Passwords should be changed at least twice a
year.

♥ Passwords should be keptsecret.
♥ Passwords should not be shared by different

users.
♥ After three incorrect attempts to input a

password, immediate warnings should be issued
to the organisation☂s systems security staff.
Ideally, the system should continue to accept
further log-on attempts, but should be pro-
grammed to reject even the valid password so
that there is a better chance of tracing the
hacker.
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♥To reduce the possibility of an unattended
terminal being used for hacking purposes, users
should be logged-off (after a warning message)
if the keyboard has not been used for a predeter-
mined time. This time can vary, depending on
the location of a particular terminal.

These guidelines will not prevent the most dedi-
cated hackers, using the more sophisticated
methods described in Appendix 1, from entering
your system. Additional defence can be obtained
by getting your networksecurity staff to seek out
hacker bulletin boards and check for references to
your own systems. It may even be worthwhile
establishing your own hacker bulletin boards,
either on your own systems or separately. One
large network operator has a security officer who
has gained the confidence of hackers and who can
thus locate their privatefiles and messages.In this
way, the network operator has been able to thwart
the attempts of hackers to break into its system.
Another user is building a ☁maze☂ to divert the
attention of hackers who penetrate his videotex
system.

In 1983 Charles Symons and James A Schweitzer
of Xerox published a specification for software to
support the minimum security regime Xerox
thought was necessary for a multi-access commer-
cial system. Xerox called this the Automated
Logical Access Control Standard (ALACS), and
have sought, without successso far, to interest the
official standards bodies. ALACS supports a rather
higher degree of security than that described
above, and it should exclude in most cases both
coordinated attacks by hackers and ordinary
attacks by criminals.
In our view, however,future security systemswill
rely on a portable ☁gadget☂ (possibly a smartcard)
and a rememberedsecret password. The password
will be used to activate the gadget. When the
connection has been madeto a host computer, the
host will issue, as a challenge, a randomly selected
number or word. The gadget will transform this
challenge into a correct response, which the host
will recognise, and which will be different for
every authorised user. The gadget will also remem-
ber the time of the last session with the computer
and will compare this with the computer☂s own
record to ensure that no intruderhas impersonated
this user since he or she waslast logged on. (Dele-
gates on the Butler Cox Foundation 1983 Study
Tour of California saw demonstrations of such a
gadget at Sytek. The United States Government,
for national security reasons, has banned the
export of this equipment.)
Weare also awareof research aimed at confirming
a user☂s identity from the way in which heor she
types. Eventually, this form of user-authentication
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technique might make gadgetry unnecessary forsome purposes.
The hacker☂s challenge is to gain logical access toa computer system. But logical access control isworth little unless the computer is physicallysecure. Most personal computers andoffice systemsare not kept securely, and discs and diskettes caneasily be removed.Protection against theft of infor-mation on removable media requires eithersecuring the media whennotin use or encryptingstored data. In principle, the latter is safer andmore convenient, but it is not always possible.Encryption may also be used on larger computersif the data is particularly confidential or thesecurity is otherwise weak.

LISTENING TO DELIBERATEELECTROMAGNETIC BROADCASTS
Under some circumstances, confidential data maybe broadcast as electromagnetic signals, and it maybe possible to recover the data by listening to thesesignals. Most speech, television, and data broad-casting systems in current use transmit signalsusing standard ways of representing the data,usually at easily determined fixed frequencies. Thisis true for many military as well as civilian systems.Privateradio links,cellular radio, andsatellite tele-conferences are therefore completely insecure.Terrestrial microwave systemsare largely secure,however, because they require point-to-pointcommunication.
Private radio links and public cellular radio systemsoften operate at frequencies that can be receivedon household radios. Other systems require the useof commercially available all-band equipment torecoverthe signal. The equipmentis easy enoughto operate, but considerable patience may berequired before anything interesting is found.
Until recently, there has beenlittle of interest tobe gleaned from the airwaves except, perhaps,police messages. In September 1985, however, themagazine New Scientist drew attention to the easewith which the cellular radio transmissions nowbeing widely used for mobile telephony could bereceived. The freedom with which callers spokemadeit clear that they thought the system pro-videdprivacy. It doesnot. Furthermore, scanningreceivers specially designedto find cellular radiotransmissions have now become available inEurope.
In exceptional circumstances, extremely sensitiveinformation may be captured from the airwaves.During the Achille Lauro hostage crisis in 1985President Reagan used an unprotected radio link

☝ ~
to discuss interception of an Egypt Airairliner,(The scrambler on his plane was broken.) Theconversation was overheard by a radio ham. If theham had telephoned the Egyptian Embassy, theconsequences might have been quite dramatic.
Satellite broadcasts are also quite easy to receive,and sometelevision hams in the United Statesregularly listen to company teleconferences. Toreceive data-and-voice calls requires the demulti-plexing of a complex high-speed bit stream, butstandard units are available to achieve this. Itseemslikely that governments tap some ofthistraffic routinely, and it is quite possible thatindustrial spies do so as well.
Theinterception of public microwave transmissionsis probably beyond the capability of anyone excepta major government agency. There have beenreports that the Soviet Embassy in the UnitedStates has been routinely capturingcalls to certaintelephone numbersin Washington DC, by analys-ing leakage from a local microwave system. Thesecurity of private microwave transmissionsdependslargely on the exact location of the equip-ment at each end of the link.
Radio broadcasts may be protected against un-authorised access by the use of scramblers orencryptors. However, analogue scramblers haveonly limited effectiveness ♥ as muchas 90 percentof the speech maystill be intelligible to a trainedlistener. To safeguardall calls on public radiotele-phone systems would require scrambling or en-crypting equipmentto be built into mobile phones.Apart from the Cost, managing the encryption keyswould present formidable problems.
The same techniques may also be used to protectsatellite transmissions. Some American satellitetelevision services now scrambletheir signals, notfor secrecy, but to ensure that receiving CATV andlocal TV stations paytheir bills.

LISTENING TO INADVERTENTELECTROMAGNETIC BROADCASTS
All electronic equipment emits electromagneticradiation as a by-productofits use, although theamplitude and complexity of the signals varygreatly. During 1985 this phenomenon attractedconsiderable public attention in the United King-dom whena television programme showed thatprivate Correspondence on a word processor couldbe read from mobile equipment parked in anadjacent street. This programmewasbased on thework of Wim van Eck at the Dutch PTT☂s Dr NeherLaboratories. The equipment used is shown inFigure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 Equipmentusedto listen to the radiation
produced by a CRT screen

  

(Photograph reproducedby kind permission of the Dutch PTT☂s Dr Neher
Laboratories)
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♥ Automatic screen synchronisation.
♥ The addition of a video recorder.
♥ Enhancementof the signal by processing it on

a personal computer.
♥ Theuse of OCR techniques to reconstruct the

characters on the screen.
We believe that judicious application of these
means, and considerable experimentation, could
increase the range of the equipmentto at least 500
metres, even in a noisy environment.If this proves
to be possible, this form of unauthorised access
could be used against equipmentin large factory
and office sites.

Althoughreliable informationis hard to comeby,
we understand that at least one such receiving
system has already been discovered under sus-
picious circumstances. It would be surprising if
others were not in use.

 

According to Dr van Eck, screen displays can in
most cases be reconstructed at distances of up to
1 kilometre, and up to 8 kilometres for some par-
ticularly ☁noisy☂ terminals.
Wehave seen a simple do-it-yourself piece of elec-
tronic equipment that is able to reproduce the
picture ona CRT screen at distances up to 50 metres
in an electrically noisy environment. The equipment
costs about $200 and requires only technician-level
skills to build. It is compact and portable (the largest
componentis the aerial), and it is quite straight-
forward to operate. A schematic representation of
the equipmentis shownin Figure 1.2.

Keyboards also producesignals that can be detec-
ted by the same methods. Thesignals are, at least
in somecases, characteristic of the key pressed,
allowing the sequence of key depressions to be
identified by careful study of a recording. We have
no doubt that fairly simple electronic circuits could
now bebuilt to automate this identification.

The implication is that personal computers,
terminals, and other electronic machines (possibly
including banking terminals) are vulnerable to
radiation eavesdropping by people with very
modest means. Technically, it is possible to build
much more sophisticated eavesdropping equip-
ment that would makeit even easier to listen to,
and interpret,the inadvertent radiation emitted by
these types of electronic machines. Some possible
technical enhancements are:
♥ Additional tuning circuits.
♥ A more directional aerial.
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Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of do-it-yourself CRT
eavesdropping equipment

♥Aerial

  
  
 

 

  
   
  

 

  

 

   
 

It is not easy to suggest defences against radiation
eavesdropping. Electrical screening does work, but
onlyif installed by experts, andit is expensive and
often inconvenient for users of computer equip-
ment. The use of non-CRTdisplays, possibly based
on plasma displays or LEDs, is fairly effective,
however, and equipment with very low radiation
levels (☁Tempest-protected☂) is commercially avail-
able in some countries. These nonconventional
types of equipment are expensive, however, and
less expensivetechnical solutions are being studied
by several suppliers.
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Perhapsthe easiest and quickest defence againstradiation eavesdropping would betoinstall a few
inexpensive games machinesin sensitive areas. Theintensity of their signals will tend to. ☁dazzle☂ a
receiver.

Thesignals that are radiated from a terminal arealso transmitted over mains wiring. Anyone withaccess to the same mainscircuit and reasonablyadjacentto a particular terminal may well be ableto recover screen images from the mains. Thismethod of eavesdropping might, in some cases, beattractive to industrial spies.
Again,it is not easy to suggest specific defences.Filtering might work, but jammingis probably aneasier option.

WIRETAPPING
Although we do not doubt that wiretapping issometimes used for criminal purposes, webelievethat criminal wiretaps are usually aimed at tele-phone conversations rather than data communi-cations. Only a very small minority of professionalcriminals would be able to extract useful informa-tion from encoded data, and not many more fromelectronic mail or other electronically transmittedtext. Data extracted illegally from a communica-tions line maybe of inherent interest, or, as in thecase of passwords,it may be neededaspart of awider attack.
Wiretappingis usually associated with telephonewires, but, in principle, local area network cablesand dedicated datacircuits mayalso be tapped. To

tap landlinesandlocal area network cables requiresphysicalaccess to the lines. This presentsdifficul-ties even wherenospecial steps have been takento maintain physical security. The intendingwire-tapper must either break his target☂s physicalsecurity or identify the target☂s lines in an exchangeor in an underground tunnel.
Wiretapping has been used to obtain secret infor-mation and passwords. In the absence of scram-bling or encryption,it can completely compromisethe security of almost any computer system.
Wiretapping can be made moredifficult by main-taining strict physical security over premises, andespecially over conduits and switchrooms. Suchsecurity measures are unlikely to defeat a deter-mined opponent, however, who may well be ableto gain access by posingas ajournalist or labourer,or even byjoiningthestaff. If wiretapping is seenas a serious threat, then care must be taken toensure that security does not depend on passwordsthat are transmitted in plain text, for example,before encryption takesplace.

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have described the mostcommon methodsfor gaining unauthorised accessto a computer system. Many hackers will be satis-fied just with gaining entry and leaving their☁electronic visiting card☂ in the system. Others,however,will see the means of gaining unauthor-ised access as

a

first step towards perpetratingsome form of computer-based crime.
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Manyorganisations, and particularly the financial
management of the organisations, are now
dependent on computer systems. Organisations
may therefore be robbed or defrauded through
their systems. Such theft and fraud is the subject
of this chapter.
Computer-based theft and fraud can result in
spectacular crimes. In the Equity Funding case, for
example, an IBM System 3 computer was used to
create fictitious life insurance policies that were
then reinsured with other companies. In the end,
two-thirds of all the company☂s policies were
fictitious. An IBM mainframe was also used to
mislead auditors. When Equity Funding collapsed
in 1973, reinsurers and shareholders lost some $1.5
billion. Saxon Industries went from the Fortune 500
to bankruptcy in 1982 through a similar process.

Auditors and criminal justice systems have failed
to keep up with the changes in the opportunities
for, and consequences of, computer-based crime.
Auditors failed to detect the Equity Fundingfraud,
and prosecutors have seen some perpetrators of
computer fraud escape with ridiculously short
sentences.

LOSSES FROM COMPUTER FRAUD

Information about the incidence and extent of
computer fraud is extremely confusing and
contradictory. Some surveys suggest that it is
uncommonandleads to only modest losses. Other
evidence, and many experts, suggest thatit is very
common andleads to substantial losses.

Of 1,262 organisations who responded to surveys
by the United Kingdom☂s Audit Commission in 1981
and 1984, 11 per cent reported a ☁computer fraud☂
within the previous five years. Of these 144
reports, about one-quarter were not actually frauds
and did not result in any direct loss. (Weclassify
these cases as ☁sabotage☂ or ☁misuse of resources☂
and discuss them in Chapters 3 and4, respectively.)
The survey identified losses totalling only &1.1
million in 1984 (and £900,000 in 1981) and found
an averageloss of about £14,000,though thelargest
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Chapter 2
Computer fraud

loss was over £200,000. Because the survey is
voluntary and because it is known that several
large frauds were not included, these figures
represent a bare minimum.
In France,a sophisticated research exercise carried
out by the French organisation ASPAIRO estimated
the losses from fraud, disclosure, and sabotage in
1984 to be 1,230 million francs (about $150 million).

But this figure is considerably lower than those
quoted by some experts, and is much lowerthan
those quoted for the United States. According to
David Dryer of the consultants BIS, for example,
the average computer crime in the United States
is worth about $1 million; other experts have
estimated the total annual loss from computer
crime in the United States at as muchas$3billion.
There are at least two reasons for the discrepancies
between Europe and America and for the consider-
able uncertainty about the extent of computer
fraud.

First, the United States data is more complete
because financial institutions (who suffer the
largest individual losses) must report their losses
in the United States but not in the United Kingdom.
Furthermore, the British Computer Fraud Survey
is known to exclude some recent major losses.
Second, losses in the United States are probably
higher because of the greater use of computers
and, perhaps, because of the greater emphasis on
competitive response at the expense of security.

Nevertheless, there is evidence to suggest that, in
Europe, the extent of computerfraud is increasing
considerably. Between January and May 1985,
insurance premiumsin the Netherlandsfor losses
caused by computer fraud rose by 300 percent.

Reported and estimated computer fraud losses in
the United States, the United Kingdom, and France
are given in Figure 2.1 overleaf.

There is no doubt that there have been some very
large computer frauds and that some very large
losses have been sustained. Figure 2.2 describes
some of the more notable computer frauds.
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United States
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Computer Fraud
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 Estimated losses
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United Kingdom
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*Includes losses from disclosure and sabotage.
 

The total loss due to computer fraud is highlyuncertain. All that can be said with confidence isthat annual losses in Western Europe probablyexceed $100 million, and may even be muchlarger.
Apart from the direct losses, fraud may cause lossesof goodwill and market share. A company,especially a financial institution, that sustains alarge loss can easily lose the confidence of itscustomers and shareholders, who may even beginto doubt its viability.

PERPETRATORS OF COMPUTER FRAUD
Most computer frauds are committed by employ-ees, and staff at all levels have been guilty ofcomputer fraud. For example, the perpetrators of54 frauds reported in the 1984 British ComputerFraud Survey were:

Clerks 26
Clerical supervisors 15
Managers, accountants 7
Professionals 3
Suppliers or claimants 9
Customers or taxpayers i

(The total is more than 54 because 13 casesinvolved collusion between people in more thanone category.)
Many frauds are committed by quite junior staffand involve the manipulation of computer input ♥to make excessive payments to claimants, pen-sioners, or suppliers, for example. Not surprisingly,senior staff make off with larger sums of money.
Unlike bank fraud in general, collusionis common

Figure 2.2 Some notable computerfrauds
Cenco :Accordingto the US Securities and Exchange Commission,thedata processing manager and 18 staff stole some $40 millionfrom CencoInc., a Chicago-based manufacturer of technicalproducts,in 1973 and 1974. Inventory records werealtered toshow scrapping that had not occurred.
Wells Fargo Bank, Los AngelesThe operations manager stole $21.3 million bytheoldtrick of☁kiting☂. Computer usewasincidental. The fraud grew over twoyears and by January 1981 the manager was manipulating atleast 26 separate accounts, each requiring a transfer every fivedays,to concealthe loss. There were several other conspirators.It should be notedthatall bank fraudsin the United Statesin1980 totalled less than $42 million.
Chase Manhattan BankIn 1980, Chase Manhattan Bank had to write off $20 million inloansthat had been fraudulently issued by two staff members,one a vice-president.
Bank of Colombia and BogotaIn August 1984 a team ofcriminals stole $13 million from thisbank, transferring the money through 14 countries ☜in as manyminutes☝☂. During the investigation someof those involved fledto West Germany,the chief investigator was murdered, and theChief of Police was attacked with a bomb.
Security Pacific Bank
In 1978 Stanley Mark Rifkin, employed as a consultant to designSecurity Pacific Bank's Bankwire system, fraudulently trans-ferred $10.2 million to a Swiss bank account by Fedwire. Rifkinexploited a previously unknownfault in the control system thathad not existed in the previous manual system.
Pacific Telephone and TelegraphBy an astute combination of intelligence work, bribery, hack-ing and theft, Jerry Schneider stole goods worth $1 million fromPacific Telephone and Telegraph in 1971. He was caught whenan accomplice betrayed him to police. After serving 40 daysin jail, he went into business as a computer security consultant.
Calculator Factory ♥ Vilnius, LithuaniaBetween 1975 and 1979,three employeesstole 78,584 roubles(over £55,000) from this calculator factory. Sentences rangingfrom 8 to 15 years were given.
West SomersetDistrict CouncilIn 1985, a computer managerwith West SomersetDistrict Coun-cil wasjailed for 18 monthsafter Stealing £30,000 by computer.
Melbourne ATM networkin 1985, a youth obtained 12 ATM cardsin false names andstole money during periods when the network wasoffline forcentral batch processing. He faces 400 charges ofstealing atotal of $440,000.
 

in computerfrauds. Usually, a person with accessto the computer works with someone who can☁liberate☂ the money. There may be more than twoconspirators ♥ there were 64 in one case. Anotherdifference is that ordinary frauds are committedby people who handle negotiable instruments andcash. In computer fraud cases, the perpetrators arethose with access to the computer and a goodknowledge of the applications systems, especiallyof the controls built into the systems.
The increasing use of microcomputers andtimesharing systems means that more and more
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people have access to computers and havetheskills
and confidence to exploit that access. Where
microcomputers are used for processing financial
transactionsor transactions that relate to valuable
items (stock control records, for example), new
opportunities for fraud arise. The controls
associated with microcomputer systemsare often
inadequate, and it is usually possible for someone
with only moderate technicalskills to tamper with
the system for fraudulent purposes.

Mainframe timesharing systemsare,in general, less
vulnerable because the technical controls are
better. They do, however, provide a challenge to
the expert hacker, and several major transaction
processing systems have been broken into by
hackers.

A small proportion of computer frauds (probably
5 per cent or less) are committed by outsiders
without collaborators inside the organisation. The
clearest examples are the frauds on automatic
teller machines (ATMs) that have recently become
prevalent (one such fraud in Melbourne, Australia,
was described in Figure 2.2).

The risks of computer fraud by outsiders will
increase as more companies provide their
customers and business associates with access to
their systems. Electronic funds transfer systems
have long been tempting targets for criminals
because the amounts of money involved are so
large ($250 billion per day in the United Kingdom,
for example), and their speed of operation
facilitates a quick getaway. Electronic funds
transfer systems played key roles in the frauds
against the Security Pacific Bank and Bank of
Colombia and Bogota describedin Figure 2.2. In the
future, interbusiness networks may encourage
such attacks on businesses other than banks.

METHODS USED TO DEFRAUD COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
Computer frauds are often opportunistic. They are
usually possible only because of defects in the
controls or because one personis given too many
responsibilities ♥ for example, where the same
person is allowed to register a supplier and to
authorise payment of an invoice.

Of 60 frauds analysed in the 1984 British Computer
Fraud Survey, there were clear deficiencies in the
control arrangements in all but seven cases. Indeed,
in 16 cases there were two control deficiencies, and
in five cases there were three deficiencies. (The 79
deficiencies identified are described in more detail
in Figure 2.3.) Onthe basis of this evidence,it is
clear that greater attention to the controls and
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Figure 2.3 Deficiencies leading to fraud

 

 

    

 

  
(Source: 1984 Computer Fraud Survey, HMSO)

 

checks built into computer systems could signifi-
cantly reduce the incidence of computer frauds.

In the remaining seven cases there waseither a
breach oftrust by an employee,or the fraud could
not have been detected by any practical control
procedures. In onecase, for example, a clerk in a
benefits paymentoffice input false information to
the claimant payments system. The false input was
not detected for 15 months, and nearly $4,000 in
unauthorised payments were made.

A variety of methods have been devised for
carrying out computer-based fraud. We have
classified them into three main types:
♥ Manipulation of transaction input by employees.
♥ Interference with files or programs by em-

ployees.
♥ Penetration by outsiders.

MANIPULATION OF TRANSACTION INPUT BY
EMPLOYEES

The manipulation of transaction records by
employees is the commonest kind of computer
fraud. In many cases, however, the use of a com-
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puteris incidental. The same methods were used
to defraud organisations long before computers
wereinstalled.

Of the 60 frauds identified by the 1984 British
survey, 58 were carried out by manipulating
transaction input. This type of fraud usually fits
into one of five patterns:
♥ Frauds on payment systems.
♥ Fraudson billing systems.
♥ Badstock frauds.
♥ ☁Kiting☂ frauds.
♥ Forgery of moneytransfer orders.
Frauds on payment systemsThis type of fraud can be further subdivided intopayroll frauds, frauds in which the rights to pay-ment are misrepresented, and frauds that involvepayments to nonexistent beneficiaries.
One Foundation memberhas reported to us a casein which a supervisorstole £64,000 from the organ-isation during the eight years that he was in chargeof a payroll section. The supervisor used severalmethods,including stealing cash and cheques, sub-sequently concealed by adjustments to nontaxablegross pay items. The frauds were possible onlybecause the perpetrator had both cash-handlingand authorisation responsibilities. The fraud wasdiscovered when the supervisor retired after 32years☂ service, and there were balancing problemsin connection with a loan/savings club.
In a rather more serious case, a small group ofyoung criminals in the United States robbed theYouth Corps of $2.75 million. The group begantheirconspiracy in September 1967. One of them wasable to becomepayroll director of the Youth Corps,and the gang then invented large numbers of Corpsmembers. Wage cheques for these nonexistentmembers were collected by the gang and paid intotheir own bank accounts. The fraud was discoveredonly whenpolice found uncashed cheques in anillegally parked car.

A benefit system operated by a local governmentorganisation was used by a clerk to invent a fraudthat required rights to payment to be misrepre-sented. The fraud was operated 11 times Over sixmonths, and produced more than $6,500 for himandhis friends. The clerk made out spurious claimformsin favourof his friends, forged the signatureof the authorising officer, and passed the forms tothe payments section. The money paid was thendivided between himself and his friends. Afterleaving the organisation, he continued the fraudby entering the office outside normal hours. He was

10

|
caught after submitting further fraudulent claimson out-of-date forms.
In 1971, the audit departmentof a German cor-poration noticed that an exceptionally highproportion of pensioners appeared to die inJanuary and February. To continue receiving theirpensions, the pensioners had to make personalappearances every March.Realising this, a memberof the data processing staff was withholdingnoti-fications of death from the computer, and changingthe receiving bank account numberto his own. Thedeath notifications were put through in Januaryand .February, leading to the anomalous deathrates.

Fraudson billing systemsFrauds on billing systems can take the form ofimproper authorisation of credits and misappro-priation of cash or cheques. Examplesof both typesare given below.
A clear case of improper authorisation of creditsconcerned a supervisor, well regarded by hisemployer, who exploited his position of trust toreduce bills to himself and to his family, and totransfer suspense amountsto the credit of theseaccounts. After the fraud was detected, it wasrealised that he had operated the scheme through-out the ten years he had worked for the organ-isation and that $7,000 had beenstolen. The per-petrator was dismissed and prosecuted.
In oneinteresting case involving misappropriationof cheques, an assistant credit control managerstole $50,000 over 18 months (the whole period ofhis employment). He only misappropriated chequesfrom customers with smaller account balancesbecause managementfocused its attention on thelarger accounts. He then concealed the discrepancyby incorrectly ageing the cash received andsuppressing the customer☂s statements. Ultimately,he removedthe debt from the accounts by allocat-ing suspense items to the relevant accounts.Interestingly, the fraud was not detected by thebanks, who repeatedly credited cheques toaccounts other than that specified, sometimesdespite an ☁account payee only☂ stamp applied bythe drawer.

Bad stock fraudsOne of the most spectacular bad stock fraudsoccurred in South Korea in the 1960s and wascommitted against the United States Army.According to evidence given to the SenateCommittee on Government Operations, a criminalconspiracy (consisting of American Army per-sonnel, South Korean civilians, and members of theSouth Korean government) stole goods worth morethan $10 million per year over a period of years.
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The conspirators used the Army☂s Computer Center
at Taegu in South Korea, which wasoperated by
Korean civilians. Each unit of the Army keptits
own stock records on the computer, and goods
were stolen when they were moved between units.
The stock records of the stolen goods were then
destroyed, leaving no trace of the goods. The
conspirators used the computer systems to manage
their activities. These thefts were possible only
because the operating personnel understood the
systems better than the Armydid.

In a more modest case, a financial controller
adjusted his company☂s accounts by $350,000, not
for personal gain, but to ensure that the ☁actual☂
results were in line with previous forecasts. In
other cases, asset accounts have been adjusted to
conceal a fraud in a paymentorbilling system.

Kiting
The term ☁kiting☂ refers to a long-established
method in which money is removed from one
account and the loss concealed by continually
transferring it between accounts. To avoid detec-
tion, the perpetrator must maintain a continuous
series of such transfers.

In one well-knowncase,the chief teller of a New
York savings bank stole $1.5 million to finance his
compulsive gambling. The thefts continued over
three years, ending in 1973. The teller exploited
his position of trust and the weaknesses in the
bank☂s computer systems and operating proce-
dures. He beganby stealing from his own cash box
and then made good the shortages by transferring
funds from large, but inactive, accounts. When a
customer complained about the resulting deficit,
the perpetrator would ☁explain☂ it as a misposting
or a computererror, and he would make good the
deficit with funds from yet another account. In the
end he was manipulating more than fifty accounts.
Whenhe waseventually caught, he admitted that
the strain of manipulating so many accounts had
taken its toll on him. ☜I started making stupid
mistakes. I did not cover my tracks very well.☝
Evenso, the frauds cameto light only when the
police raided his bookmaker and found that he was
losing up to $30,000 a day.

An even larger sum wasstolen by the operations
manager of a Los Angeles bank, who ran a kiting
conspiracy with non-employees. The manager
started by makinga fictitious deposit, then covered
this a few days later with a transfer from another
account, before the bank☂s computer reported a
shortfall. Building up a chain of such transactions
overtwoyears, he had stolen $21.3 million before
a clerical error led to an investigation that revealed
the fraud.
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Usually, it is the sheer pressure of maintaining an
ever more complicated chain of fraudulent
accounts that leads to the collapse of kiting.
Sometimes the perpetrators confess just to put an
end to this pressure.

Forgery of money transfer orders
The classic computer fraud involving the forgery
of money transfer orders occurred in 1978 when
Stanley Mark Rifkin used his knowledgeof a bank☂s
electronic funds transfer security system to
impersonate a bank officer. As a result, the
Security Pacific Bank, Los Angeles, transferred
$10.2 million to Rifkin☂s account in New York. The
money was then transferred to Zurich, where
Rifkin used it to buy diamonds. He was caught only
because he returned to the United States to convert
the diamondsinto cash. Rifkin was sentenced to
eight years in prison. With remission, he was
released early, and he now worksas a computer
security consultant.

INTERFERENCE WITH FILES OR PROGRAMS
Staff in user departments access computers
through applications systems, and their use of
computersis subject to the controls built into the
applications andis likely to be recordedin logs and
reports.

Data processing staff, by contrast, often have
direct access to computer systems, and they
sometimes use their specialised knowledge to
interfere with thefiles and programs.In one case
reported to us, data processing staff used
Easytrieve to produce reports from a bank☂s main
ledgers. Periodically, they were also asked to adjust
these ledgers, again using Easytrieve. The bank did
not ask for evidence that the required changes, and
only those changes, had been donecorrectly, nor
were there relevant security systemsor logs, nor
did the internal auditors ever ask to see the
relevant authorisations and records.

In 1970, inadequate control proceduresof this kind
were exploited to steal $137,000 from a small
American bank. The operations supervisor used a
utility program to manipulate the files during the
conversion to a new banking system. Pressure on
the data processing department during the
conversion meant that proper maintenance
procedures were neglected, and the supervisor was
repeatedly askedto alterfiles usingthis utility. Just
before the old system was closed down,hetrans-
ferred funds from inactive savings accounts to his
own accounts and those of four conspirators. These
funds were then withdrawn. The fraud was dis-
covered when a customer complainedof a shortage
in his account.

lal! 
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In anothercase, a programmer working on a money
order system used a more subtle methodto steal
$100,000. He defined an extra type of money order
that would be honoured for payment but would not
be listed on the printout. He then presented money
orders of this new type and collected the cash.

In general, however, data processing staff arerarely involved in computer fraud. Even whenthey are, the frauds are likely to be conventional(false expense claims, for example), rather thanfrauds relying on their specialised knowledge. Inview of the potentially high revenues from com-puter fraud, andthe vulnerability of many systems,it is perhaps surprising that so few data processingstaff are involvedin fraud.It is possible,of course,that the criminallyinclined data processing profes-sionalis too cleverto be caught, although we haveno evidence to suggest that this is the case.

PENETRATION BY OUTSIDERS
It is difficult for people from outside the organ-isation to operate a computer-based fraud becauseof the need to extract assets from the organisation.Because of this, computer fraud by outsiders doesnot happen very often.

In the best-knowncase, a teenage hacker, JerrySchneider, stole goods worth $1 million fromPacific Telephone and Telegraph in 1972. Fromdiscarded operating manuals, and by posing as ajournalist, he learnt that PT&T☂s central supplyorganisation would continue to deliver goods tolocal depots as long as the total values remainedwithin the budgets held in the computer system.He then used his hacking skills to discover thebudgets and to order goods from the central supplyorganisation.

Schneider purchased a key to a local depot froman ex-employee, which he used to remove thegoods delivered against his requisition, signing thepaperwork on behalf of the depot staff. He thensold the goods through his own supply business. Hiscrimes. were revealed by a disgruntled businesspartner, and he was sentenced to two months inprison and a $500 fine. He subsequently becamea computer security consultant.
In a more recent case, a 24-year-old programmerin Texas was charged with obtaining $100,000 byfalse pretences. Accordingto the Assistant DistrictAttorney for Houston, the accused person accessedthe database of the Greater Houston Credit Bureauto obtain personal details of wealthy people livingin the area. He then obtained credit cards in theirnames and used the cards to extract cash from
automated banking machines.

 

  
 

  
DEFENCES AGAINST COMPUTER FRAUD
The way in which most computerfrauds are dis-coveredillustrates that deficiencies in operationalcontrol proceduresare usually a contributory factorin the frauds. Analysis of known cases shows thatrelatively few frauds, especially the larger ones,are discovered by routine checks or audits. Ofcourse, such checksdo catch somefrauds and maydeter others, but it is clearly unwise to rely onthem. Of the 60 frauds analysed in the 1984 Britishsurvey:
♥ Seventeen were discovered by routine checks(43 by accounting controls and four by spotchecks).
♥ Twenty were discovered largely by chance(11through information or queries from non-employees, usually customers; eight through thevigilance of other employees; and one becausethe perpetrator confessed).
♥ In the remaining 23 cases, there was insufficientinformation to identify the cause of discovery.
Thusin 55 percent of the cases where the causeof discovery can beidentified, there was a signifi-cant element of chance in the discovery.
The main defences against computer fraud aretherefore basically the sameas the defences againstfraud in manual systems:
♥ Careful selection of the staff who will beemployed in positions of trust.
♥ Responsible supervision of juniorstaff.
♥ Dividing responsibilities so that staff are notprovided with opportunities that might temptthem to engage in fraudulentactivities. Thus,the sameperson should not be able to create arecord for a new supplier and to authorise thepaymentof that supplier☂s invoices.
♥ Maintaining adequate controls for physicalaccess to computers andlogical access to data.Staff should be given access to only thosefacilities that they need to do their jobs.
♥ Ensuring that normal accounting controls,including balancesand spot checks, are carriedout. Many people begin to defraud theiremployers whentheyrealise that some mistakesare not noticed. Effective procedures fordetectingerrorsare thereforea vital part of thedefences against fraud.
Computer systems makeit possible to carry out awhole range of new kinds of checks, including:
♥ Checking the plausibility of dataas it is input toa system.
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♥ Checking the integrity of a database.
♥ Searching for patterns of unusual events, post-

ing errors, for example.
These additional checks can be extremely valuable
in guarding against errors as well as against fraud.
One Foundation member, an insurance company,
told us about the considerable problems experi-
enced in the late 1970s during implementation of
systems changes brought about by changesin tax
relief for life insurance premiums. This organisation
told us that its database audit programs saved the
company from disaster.
Additional defences are required to guard against
the possibility of fraud by data processing
professionals, however. Criminally inclined data
processing staff understand the existing measures
against fraud, and they work round them. Their
ability to do this may be restricted by keeping
secret the exact nature of some defences, such as
checks on database integrity and plausibility
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checks. Potential fraudsters may also be deterred
by tight physical and logical access controls and by
keeping records of computer accesses.

Nevertheless, there are some people whoare able
to circumventall these controls for any computer
system currently available. Most competent sys-
tems programmers would havethe requiredskills
to do just this, if they so desired. A completely
secure operating system might be able to prevent
these people from breaking into a system, but such
systemsare unlikely to be in widespread commer-
cial use for at least five years, more likely ten.

Every organisation is therefore obliged to trust in
the honesty of, at least, its system programmers.
Fortunately, data processing staff generally seem
to be fairly honest, but organisations should
recognise that systems programmersare in posi-
tions of trust and should consider this when
recruiting and managing these staff members.
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  Chapter 3
Threats from sabotage

Sabotage of computer systems may take the form
of logical sabotage of software or physical sabotage
of the computingfacilities. Although this type of
threat to computer systems does not receive very
muchattention,it is, in fact, relatively common.
Logical sabotage may take the form of an employee
with a misplaced sense of humourinterfering with
a system, or, moreseriously, a disgruntled former
employee introducing a ☁logic bomb☂into a system
for the purpose of revenge or blackmail. Some-times, a hacker mayalso deliberately set out to
damage the system he penetrates.
Physical sabotage of computer installations bypolitically motivated groupsis also a risk. Suchgroups are increasingly aware that many organ-isations use their computer systemsto store sensi-tive information, and that damageto the computerinstallation can severely embarrass the organ-isation. The types of organisation that may beparticularly susceptible to politically inspiredsabotage include:
♥ Government departments.
♥ Embassies.
♥ Organisations engaged in activities to which

significant minorities are opposed (the nuclear
industry, for example).

♥ Companies or universities with defence con-tracts.
♥ Organisations using animals for research

purposes.

Most sabotage, however,is relatively minor andis
committed by disaffected staff, often in quite
junior positions. Sometimes, though, the effect of
sabotage can be quite dramatic, as the following
examplesillustrate:
♥ In 1983, a dismissed programmerinstalled a logicbombin an order-entry system that made thesystem unusable on a date after his departure.
He provided the code required to make the
system operational again, but when the system
failed again on the next day, he demanded
£4,000 to provide the necessary code.

 

  

♥ After being dismissed for gross inefficiency bya companyin Lanchester, England, a program-mer entered the computer room and grantedevery client with an outstandingbill the maxi-mum permissible discount. The company saidthat this would take months of work and cost
thousands of poundsto sort out.

♥ In 1970,a politically motivated group bombedthe Mathematics Research Center at theUniversity of Wisconsin. The bombskilled oneperson, destroyed several computers, andcaused the loss of research data estimated to
have cost $16 million to collect.

The impact of sabotage of computer systems rangesfrom annoyance and embarrassment to substantialfinancial loss, and eventolossof life. The risk ofsabotage varies with the nature of the organisation,but most organisations have experiencedthetrivialor petty sabotage inflicted by practical jokers ordissatisfied staff.
Mostof the cases of sabotage knownto us involvedissatisfied staff. The disaffection that leads tosabotage attacks may be due to an identifiable,perhaps even a reasonable, cause, most commonlylack of promotion, failure to obtain a salaryincrease,or dismissal. Disaffected staff rarely usethe more extreme forms of violence, however.
The numberofcases of sabotage reported is muchlower than the numberof frauds, but this may bebecause minorincidents hardly seem worth report-ing, and manyotherscan besettled by disciplinarymeasures, often dismissal. Once an employee hasbeen dismissed, there may seem little point inpursuing him through the courts.
Sabotage,or the threat of sabotage, has also beenusedaspart of extortion plans, but without muchsuccess. The preferred means seem to belogicalrather than physical, so that the damage can be
rapidly reversed.
Whatever their motivation, saboteurs have avariety of means available to them. We haveclassified these into five types ♥ violence, theft,
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corrupting data, jamming communications, and
logic bombs ♥ which we now discuss in turn,
suggesting possible defences and ways of limiting
the damage that could be caused.

VIOLENCE
Violent action against computer installations is
largely restricted to politically motivated groups,
andits incidence varies considerably from country
to country and time to time. It can take many
forms, the most common being:
♥ Planting incendiary and explosive devices.
♥ Using firearms.
♥ Feeding petrol vapour or acidic gas in through

the air-conditioning system.
Acts of violence are sometimes also committed by
employees. For example, in 1979 a period of
exceptionally bad industrial relations in a British
company led to three fires being started at the
computer centre. These fires caused substantial
damage (but the computer survived).

Employee-caused damage is generally of a more
limited nature, however, as in the case of a data
processing employee who threw five disc packs
from a fifth-floor window. Because there were no
backup copies, the disruption caused to the work
of the department was considerable. (Bars were
subsequently fitted to the windowsin question.)

☜Major acts of violence against computer instal-
lations can cause considerable damage andloss.
The bombing of the Mathematics Research Center
at the University of Wisconsincited earlier resulted
in direct property damage of some $2.4 million.

The primary defence against such attacks involves
restricting physical access to the computer
facilities. The basic methods are well known and
will often be required as defences against other
threats, such as theft of movable property. The
methods include fences, patrols, surveillance of the
site perimeter, security guards, card entry systems,
and video surveillance of the computer room. For
greater security, the computer centre may be
placed underground and separated from public and
private roads and car parks.

Secondary defence measures are aimed atlimiting
the impact of any sabotage attempt. There should
be smoke detectors andfirefighting equipment, and
staff should be trained in the use of emergency
equipment. There should be emergency exits
(which should be kept clear) and a dependable
meansof calling the emergency services.
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After a violent attack, it will be necessary to
restore the computerfacilities to full operation as
quickly as possible. Backup copies should exist for
most data, and additional copies of the most
important data should be held off-site. Documen-
tation must also be secured. Most organisations
should also consider the need for a backup com-
puter centre, at least for their key systems.

Finally, it would be prudentto insure against the
losses that might result from all these types of
sabotage.

Manyof these measuresare also required to protect
against accidents, and will have been considered
by most systems managers.

THEFT
An organisation can be damagedbythetheft of key
files, or even of systems documentation. We were
told of several cases where programmers removed
documentation on their departure. This type of
sabotageis generally committed by data processing
staff, because only they can identify the media that
represent the key resources and ensure that
backup copies are also stolen or corrupted.

In a few cases, computer data has been stolen as
part of an extortion attempt. In 1977, a computer
operations manager and a systems analyst
employed by ICI at Rosenberg in the Netherlands
conspired with a financier in an attempt to extort
money from ICI. The employees took 48 disc packs
and 540 tapes, including backup tapes from the
backup centre at Wynhaven(to which the opera-
tions manager also had access).

They stored the disc packs and tapes in an air-
conditioned apartment, and then demanded
$275,000 from a senior ICI executivefor their safe
return. After being chased through the streets on
a motor scooter, the thieves were arrested and
subsequently sentenced to 11 years in prison
between them (although the financier seems not
to have been caught).

Thefirst line of defence against theft is to employ
loyal and honest staff. Beyond this, the defence
measures are similar to those required for
protection against violence, specifically:
♥ Physical access to computing facilities must be

controlled. The media library should be subject
to separate access controls, and media should be
removed from the library only after proper
authorisation has been granted.

♥ Backup copies are essential.
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♥ Recovery procedures should exist and must be
tested periodically.

Physical and logical access controls can usually
protect mainframe systems and shared systems
fairly readily from therisk of theft. If datafiles are
stolen or damaged, they may generally be
re-created from backup copies produced in con-
ventional ways.

Systems and data based on personal computers aremuch more difficult to protect against theft. It isall too easy to slip a diskette into a pocketor brief-case, andit is very easy for those with legitimateaccess to them to makeadditional copies. Potentialthieves will be deterred if diskettes are lockedaway whentheyare not in use orif the data stored
on them is encrypted.

DATA CORRUPTION
Data volumescan be corrupted by the use of mag-nets or by creating programs(or versions of pro-grams) that deliberately overwrite the data. Theuse of magnetsis a relatively slow process andrequires physical access to the media, which willbe difficult in a well-run computercentre.
Corruption by program potentially has muchgreater impact, especially if the program used tocorrupt the data is a version of a standard file-copyprogram. In most installations it would not bedifficult for a malicious member of the dataprocessing staff to corrupt some data volumes, butit would be difficult for him or her to corrupt allthe backup copies as well. In general, the necessaryskills and knowledge required to corrupt data inthis wayarerestricted to data processing staff, sothe risks are limited.
Microcomputers andoffice systems are much morevulnerable to malicious data corruption, however.A great number of people have the necessaryknowledge and skills, and the backup arrange-ments are generally poorer. Therisk is thus muchgreater. In our view, the only practical way toprotect microcomputer files from deliberatecorruption is to keep them locked up when theyare not in use, and to make backup copies, someof which should be stored separately.

JAMMING
In most organisations, the computer systemsdepend on the communications system, and thecommunications system itself thus becomes apossible target for sabotage. Communicationsmanagers routinely plan backup measures fortransmissionlines and electronic components, but

  

  
these measures are designed to cope withaccidentalfailures that, in general, occur randomlyand infrequently. These backup measures wouldnot necessarily be able to cope with a deliberateattack on the communications system.
Moreover, backup communications facilities areoften of lower quality than the primary ones, andbecause of this they can result in longer responsetimes and highererrorrates. Though tolerableifit occurs infrequently, the performance providedby the backup facilities may be unacceptable if theprimary facilities are severely damaged.
Communications systems can be sabotaged byjamming techniques. Jamming can be used onlyagainst communications systems that share someresources with the intending saboteur. Thus, radiosystemsare directly vulnerable, and so are all dial-upfacilities (to anyone with accessto severaltele-phones), and local area networks (to anyone whocan attach to the network).
Jamming wasusedby striking Honeywell staff in1971. Every day, a central Honeywell computerretrieved data from terminals at branchesof theMetropolitan Life Insurance Company. Afterprocessing the data, the central computer polledeach branch, confirmed the identity of the branch,and then deposited output data. The strikers useda recording of the polling signal to interfere withthe operation of branch terminals. Asa result, thecentral computercould not confirm the identitiesof the branch terminals and thus could not deliverthe output data. In this way, the flow of data to25 branches wasblocked for a month before thestrikers were caught and charged with ☁aggravatedharassment☂.
The jammingof a dial-up computerservice usuallyrequires the cooperation of several accomplices.The most likely source of such a conspiracy isorganised labour.
Anotherpossibility forjamming computer systemsis presented by security systems that suspendallfurtheruse of an account after a few unsuccessfullog-in attempts have been madefor that account.A saboteur could cause considerable disruptionmerely by making a few attempts on a largenumber of accounts.
It mightalso bepossible to use powerful microwavetransmitters to interfere with the operation of acomputer. We doubt that these would work,however, and they would be easily detected.
The threat of sabotage by jammingis quite small;we have beenable to find only two examples,compared with hundredsof frauds.
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Defence against the threat of jammingis difficult.
It may be possible to keep secret the telephone
numbers of somedial-in lines, but it will be hard
to maintain this secrecy within an organisation.It
is probably wise to keep a few numberssecret, but
it may not be worth the effort and cost of doing so.

Some interbusiness electronic funds transfer
systems are knownto be vulnerable to interference
that could, by delaying the flow of transactions,
cause the sending or receivinginstitutions to lose
interest on the funds or to switch to some less
secure money transfer system. This type of
sabotage might therefore create the conditions for
a major fraud. Conventional line-quality monitoring
methods should detect any attempts at jamming
and allow the use of backup lines.
And as wefinalised this report, a British newspaper
reported that a church in the United Statesis suing
a systems analyst for jamming oneofthetoll-free
lines used by people to pledge donations. The
churchis that of rightwing fundamentalist Jerry
Fallwell, and the line was jammed for over nine
months because the saboteur☂s home computer
called the toll-free line twice a minute.

LOGIC BOMBS
A logic bombis a piece of coding added to a pro-
gram to make it do something unusual, and usually
destructive, at a future date. Some suppliers of
package software use logic bombs to prevent the
use of their packageseither on machines for which
no licence fee has been paid or after the licence
has expired.

The effect of a logic bomb may be anything from
trivial to disastrous. Trivial effects include con-
gratulating the shift leader on his birthday, display-
ing obscene messages and pretending that thereis
an ☁electronic ghost☂ in the system. The worst
effects include deleting or randomly corrupting
operational files, or making an application system
unusable. One Foundation memberhas reported to
us a case in whicha disgruntled memberof the data
processing staff corrupted the complete operating
system.It took 48 hours to restore all the files from
backup tapes.

Only people with competent programming skills
can create logic bombs, but with the increasing use
of computers, such people need not be employed
as programmers. Installing a logic bomb requires
access to program libraries, however, which means
that most logic bombsare installed by professional
programmers.
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Chapter 3 Threats from sabotage

Theuse of logic bombsfor sabotage is not common,
although a spectacular case occurred in France in
1971. A programmer employed on a large file-
update program was discovered to be processing
accounts for his girlfriend☂s husband. He was
dismissed, but was allowedto stay on until he had
finished the program in hand. Thelogic bomb that
he planted duringthis period of grace erased all the
company☂s files ♥ on New Year☂s Day two years
later.
Thefirst line of defence against sabotage by logic
bombs lies in recruiting the right staff and
managing them properly. The second line of
defence concerns the way that systems are
developed and implemented. Programs should be
introducedinto the operational environment only
after they have been approved and validated by
someone other than the developer, ideally a
representative of the user department.

This procedure should, in any event, be adopted
to protect the organisation against errors and
accidents. These requirements may seem to run
counter to the trend, which we endorsed in
Foundation Report No. 47 (The Effective Use of
System Building Tools), towards integrated
development teams. In fact, it does not do so.
Inspection is a valid technique in such an environ-
ment, and the user☂s representative may play an
independent role when authorising programs.

Howthe user☂s representative assures himself of
the program☂s quality and integrity will vary with
the environment, the application, and the effec-
tiveness of the damage-limitation procedures. For
a program written for personal use in a well-
protected timesharing environment, no check need
be carried out. For a multi-user transaction-
processing system, the minimumlevelof checking
should be either acceptance tests by the user
department or close inspection of the program
code by another programmer. Sometimes, a great
deal more checking may be required. For example,
separate approvals may be required from the user
department, operations management, and techni-
cal audit staff, together with code inspections and
thorough testing by programmers, analysts, and
customers.

The damage that may be doneby a logic bomb can
be limited by providing programmers and users
only with the data access, and especially deletion
and modification rights, that they actually need.
On some computers, the operating system can
provide adequate controls, but on others the
required controls may have to be provided by
special security software.
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Misuse of computer resources

The final type of threat to computer systemsarises
from the misuses to which such systems may be
put. Some of the misuses are now the subject of
legal or contractual restrictions. Others are deter-
mined byindividual organisations as they decide
what constitutes improper use of a valuable
company asset (the computer systems). Some
companies are prepared to tolerate a limited
amount of use of their computer systems for
private purposes; others will explicitly ban allprivate use.

LEGAL AND CONTRACTUAL RESTRICTIONS
Computers and data communicationsare increas-ingly subject to legal restriction. In many countries,lawsto protect personal privacy restrict the kindsof personaldata that may be held in computer sys-tems. These laws mayalsogive people the right toinspect the data that relates to them, as well asimposingobligations on the owners and custodiansof such data to safeguard it. Penetration by hackersmay make an organisation liable under the dataprotection laws. The United Kingdom Data Protec-tion Act of 1984, for example, allows people to suefor actual damage caused by the unauthorised lossof, access to, or disclosure of data about them. Toavoid liability, system operators must take ☁reason-able care☂ or appropriate security measures for dataprotection. This requirement does not apply just tomainframe systems ♥ it affects all data holdingscovered by the Act.
Laws on transborder data flow restrict what maybe sent between countries, and PTT rules maycontrol the way in whichit can be sent. We knowof one company that was unableto extendits stafflocator system to certain European countriesbecause of these laws.
There is also increasing pressure for the censorshipof electronic media, including mail systems,bulletin boards, and videotex systems. We are notawareof any electronic-censorship lawsatpresent,
but British Telecom has already voluntarily with-drawn one videotex service that was being used
to arrange sexual contacts, and the United States

Congress has discusseda bill to outlaw ☜computerpornography☂.
Webelieve that the next few years will see moreand morelawsandregulations governing computercommunications and the uses to which computer-based data may and maynotbe put. As computersand communications equipment proliferate, thelikelihoodincreasesthat these ruleswill be broken,whetherdeliberately or inadvertently. Each organ-isation must keep abreast of any changesin the
legal environment that affect computer systems
and must ensure that all relevant staff members
are aware of the way the lawsaffect them.
The consequencesof the changing legal environ-
ment are difficult to assess and will vary from
country to country. However, the new laws do
create criminal offences, raising the possibility
that organisations might be fined or served with
restraining orders,andthe possibility of legal action
against individuals cannot be excluded. A French
law enacted in January 1978, for instance, pre-scribes a maximumfine of the equivalent of $3,000for failing to take reasonable care of information.
Anareaofparticular concern at the momentis theillicit copying of computer software. Computerprograms and, sometimes, text and data in
machine-readable form are works that deserve thesamelegal protection as other published material.At present, the legal position about copyright ofsoftwareis not entirely clear, and many countriesare considering amending their copyright lawsspecifically to include computer software. In themeantime, however, software suppliers areimposing their own legally binding terms andconditions to prevent theillicit copying of their
products.
Before the introduction of personal computers,useful programs were so complex that they usuallyrequired the supplier☂s assistance to install andsupport them. Copying of software was difficultwithout the supplier☂s help. The introduction ofpersonal computers changed this situationprofoundly. Suddenly there was a flood ofpackages that required minimal support and that
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could be copied easily. As a consequence, many
copies of microcomputer software have been
made. Some of the copies have been made for
legitimate reasons; others have been madeto avoid
paying additional licence fees. Whether making a
copyis illegal or not dependsboth on national law
and on the exact terms of the supplier☂s licence
agreement. (Some agreements, for example, permit
the making of one security copy.)

The software industry has repeatedly stressed the
considerable loss of revenue that widespread
copying has caused them. Thescale of the problem
was revealed in a study by Future ComputingInc..,
which showed that, on average, there is one
pirated copy of PC business software for each
legitimate one.It also showed that copy-protected
software is pirated at the samerate as unprotected
software. And in France, a survey of 300 organ-
isations carried out by the Agence pour la
Protection des Progiciels (Software Protection
Agency) estimated thelosses fromillicit copying in
1984 to be 750 million francs ($95 million).

Since 1984, software suppliers have given their
arguments added force by instituting legal
proceedings against several large and reputable
organisations. In January 1984 Lotus Development
Corporation sued the Rixon Corporation for $10
million, claiming that Rixon had violated copyright
and the Lotus agreement for the 1-2-3 product by
making at least 13 unauthorised copies and
distributing them to branch offices. This suit was
settled out of court for an undisclosed (but
reportedly substantial) sum, and an injunction
against furtherillicit copying was issued. Later in
1984, Lotus sued a health care organisation in
Tennessee. This case was also settled out of court.

In January 1985, Adapso sued American Brands
Inc. and a subsidiary (Wilson Jones Co.) forillicitly
copying Mailmerge,Spellstar, Wordstar, and other
packages. Adapso claimed that copyright and
licence agreements had been violated and that the
companies were engaging in unfair competition.

Besideslitigation, software suppliers are contin-
ually trying to devise new techniques to prevent
copying. These ☁copy-protect☂ techniques are
usually based either on unusualdisc formats or on
special hardware that has to be installed in each
computer before the software can be loaded. The
formerare fairly easily circumvented, whilst the
latter is inconvenient and nonstandard. Further-
more, special ☁security-copy☂ programsare readily
available to circumvent most anticopying techniques.

Wherea packageis used widely in an organisation,
it will sometimes be possible to negotiate a site
licence, or other multi-user licence, that either
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Chapter 4 Misuse of computer resources

permits copying or makesit unnecessary. Micropro
has recently announced a discount structure that
allows Wordstar 2000 to be made available to
several users via a local area network. Other
suppliers, notably Lotus, are refusingto issue such
licences. Somelarge organisations have chosen not
to use Lotus 1-2-3 precisely because ofthis restric-
tion, and this option may appeal to other organ-
isations.

It is also fairly commonfor copies of mailinglists
and othersaleable data to be stolen. Such a theft
is often difficult to detect because the originalis
not affected. The use of ☁sleeper☂ entries (names
and addressesof staff or friends of the company)
is one way of protecting mailing lists.

Illicit copying cannot be physically prevented. The
only way of preventing such copying, and thus of
eliminating the possibility of legal action and
consequent financial penalty, is for the organ-
isation to makeallits staff awareof the risks both
to themselvesandto the organisation. Contractual
andlegalobligations must be madeplain, and there
must be clear and enforceable rules to prevent
illicit copying.

Anorganisation has a legal and moral responsibility
to safeguard data and software entrustedto it,
whether by the public, by customers, or by
suppliers. The potential costs of failing to meet this
responsibility are high. There is no technicalfix for
this moral andlegal problem: the organisation must
know whatthe law is, must determine to abide by
it, and must ensure that its employees share that
determination.

USE OF RESOURCES FOR PRIVATE WORK

Whenever people are trusted with an organ-
isation☂s assets, there will be some who use them
improperly. Company telephones may be used for
personalcalls, company petrol for private trips, and
company photocopiers to produce party invita-
tions. The difficulty is that different organisations
set different limits for what is considered to be
proper use ♥ each of the examples listed aboveis
legitimate use in some organisations but is cause
for disciplinary action in others. All organisations,
however, set some limits.

Similar considerations apply to the use of computer
resources. An obvious example of the misuse of
computers concerns the use of business computing
resourcesfor playing computer games. Such games
have existed since the earliest days of computing,
but in recent years the increasing use of time-
sharing services and personal computers have
made a wide variety of computer gamesavailable
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Chapter 4 Misuse of computer resources

in offices. Both the opportunities for, and attract-
iveness of, misuse have therefore increased.

Computer resources may therefore now be misused
by an increasingly wide range of staff. Within five
years such misuse will be possible for almost
everyone in an organisation. The impact of mis-
using computer resources maybetrivial, or it may
be quite serious. Typicalof the trivial cases are the
following:
♥ In 1985, a temporary terminal operator in the
BBC Sports Department wrote a letter to her
friends on her word processor. This was
discovered becausesheaccidentally sent a copy
to every terminal andprinter.

♥ In anothercase, a programmerused the officecomputer to write a system to handle bookings
for his holiday cottage.

♥ In yet anothercase, a laboratory technician usedthe laboratory☂s computing resources to do
private work for an outside company.

The moreserious cases include a data processingmanager who wasrecently prosecuted for ☁☜☁theft

 

of computer printout☂. He was the managerof asmall data processing departmentand, reporting tothe finance director, was responsiblefor all aspectsof systems work. He used his firm☂s computersystem to develop and run a system fora firm ofaccountants, and some of the department☂s pro-grammers were paid in cash for developing thesystem in their own time. The system ran for 18months, with the firm of accountants makingpayments to the manager☂s home address.
This misuse of computer resources became knownwhen the manager left and his successor dis-covered the previous billing arrangements. Theformer manager was subsequently convicted,fined£1,200, and ordered to compensate his formeremployer for the computer resources used,estimated to be worth some $2,000.
The objection to the behaviour in these cases isthat staff are using company resources ♥ power,paper, computer resources, and so forth ♥ fortheir own personal benefit. The costs are unlikelyto be high, and the problem can usually be con-tained within the organisation.
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Chapter 5
Reducing the threats to computer systems

This report has shown that there are many kinds
of threats to computer systems and that both
employees and outsiders may be the source of
these threats. Often, organisations regard the
threats as imaginary, rather than real. Indeed,it
is difficult to determine how widespread the
threats are, and, in any case, each kind of threat
is relevant to different organisations to very
different degrees. For instance, banksare particu-
larly vulnerable to major fraud, whereas pharma-
ceutical companies, which have major investments
in trade secrets and research results, are more
concerned about industrial espionage.

It is therefore not possible to identify any one set
of security measuresthat are equally applicable to
every organisation. It is almost as difficult to find
commonpolicies for a single business sector. Never-
theless, we believe that almost every systems
department needsto take three initiatives in order
to reduce the threats to its computer systems:
♥ Inform senior management of the risks being

run.
♥ Increase staff awareness of security.
♥ Install appropriate defence measures.

INFORM SENIOR MANAGEMENT
OF THE RISKS BEING RUN

Some of the risks identified in this report are
unavoidable, given practical constraints such as the
need to preserve existing investments in systems
and data and the limited resources that can be
made available for implementing security mea-
sures. It may be justifiable to run suchrisks, but,
because they may lead to business losses, the
decision to accept a particular level of risk should
be a business decision, not a technical one. The
decision should therefore be taken by those
charged with the welfare of the business.

The responsibility of the systems departmentis to
evaluate the threats to the organisation☂s data and
systems, and the security measures currently in
force. Any shortcomings in the security arrange-
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ments should be reported to senior management,
who should be informed clearly ofthe likelihood
of a breach andits possible consequences. Manage-
ment should also be advised what,if anything, can
be done to reduce the risk, and at what cost.

This initiative may lead senior managementto take
no action, or it might lead to commissioning of a
formal risk analysis or to immediate further invest-
mentin security measures. Whatever the outcome,
systems management will have doneits job.

INCREASE STAFF AWARENESSOF SECURITY

The threats to an organisation☂s computer systems
can be reduced considerably by increasing staff
awareness of the need for security. This report has
shown that many security breaches result from
inadequate attention to systemssecurity either by
system developersorbyusers. This neglect is rarely
malicious; rather, it is due to a failure to under-
stand the importanceof security measures. In turn,
this is due to management☂sfailure to explain the
risks and the costs associated with them.

The systems department should therefore educate
users about the importance of security, emphasis-
ing the key role played by passwords and the need
to manage them properly. In addition, the systems
department mustitself become more aware of the
opportunities for fraud and the means available to
prevent or detect it.

INSTALL APPROPRIATE DEFENCE
MEASURES

In theearlier chapters of this report, we dealt with
the various ways in which an organisation☂s
computer systems can be threatened, and we
suggested defence measures appropriate to each
kind of threat. We now classify the defence
measures into six categories that provide a
framework for an environment that will both
minimise the risks of an attack and limit the
damage caused by any attack that does occur.
Appendix 2 lists some commonfaults in security
that make it easy for an attack to occur;
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Chapter 5 Reducing the threats to computer systems

implementing the measures outlined below will
eliminate such faults.
There are also measures that computer suppliers
can take. These include the introduction of better
password systems and moreflexible access control
regimesandthe plugging of the many obvious gaps
in operating system security.
The six kinds of defence measures available to
computer users are:
♥ Management measures.
♥ Physical access control.
♥ Logical access control.
♥ Disguise of systems and data.
♥ Monitoring.
♥ Insurance.

MANAGEMENT MEASURES
Organisations should seek to recruit only honestand responsible people ♥ at least where they mustdeal with money or control funds. Referencesshould always be taken up. Forpeople in positionsof trust (including systems programmers, databaseadministrators, and systems security staff), somemore positive investigation may be needed.
Forall staff, the importance ofsecurity (especiallypassword control) should be continually stressed.It is not adequate to emphasise the need forsecurity only during the initial stages of employ-
ment.

Whensystemsstaff are dismissed, they should begiven no opportunity to cause damage and shouldbe escorted off the site. Any passwords and keysallocated to them should be changed immediately.
Supervisors and managers should be vigilant andlook for signs both of unusual use of computers andof personal problems ♥ drinking, drugs, maritaldifficulties ♥ that might make an employeeunstable or vulnerable to external pressure.
Some kiting frauds require the perpetrator tomanipulate different accounts continually. Manage-ment should thereforeinsist that staff in positionsof trust take their annualleave and other holidays.Management may also wish to enforce rotationbetween jobs.
PHYSICAL ACCESS CONTROL
Controlling the physical access to computer systems
is the most basic security measure andis an essen-
tial complement to the more elaborate electronic
logical control measures discussed below. Physical

access is usually subject to severallayers of control,The site, computer centre, and computerroom willhave their own control systems. Access to mediastores, whether within the computercentreoroff-site, should be separately, andstrictly, controlled.
Confidential data need not necessarily be stored inconventional mainframe computer installations,however. Increasingly, confidential data may beheld on microcomputers or office systems, andaccess to this type of system should also be con-trolled. Shared office systems may be kept in alocked room, as may file servers on local areanetworks, butit is generally impossible to protectpersonal computers in this way. Instead, discscontaining confidential data should be locked upwhen notin use, or the data should be disguisedby encryption.

LOGICAL ACCESS CONTROL
Logical access control has two parts: authenticationand the control procedures. Authentication estab-lishes that the user is who heor sheclaims to be,and the control proceduresrestrict the user tothose computer facilities to which he or sheisentitled.
Authentication
The main meansofauthenticatinga useris still thepassword. Passwords can makea system reason-
ably secure, provided that userdiscipline is good
and repeated access attempts by hackers are
detected and denied.
Several other authentication systemsare availablecommercially, among them systems based onciphers and special sensors that measure the
pressure pattern during a signature. The latter havebeen available for some years but have not yetbeen widely used.
In the future, authentication systems based on theuser☂s physical characteristics may becomeavail-able. Research is under way on the use of finger-prints, retinal patterns, and other more obscurephysical characteristics. All these systems requirespecial terminals and therefore require the systemto authenticate the terminal before trusting itsreport of the user☂s characteristics. These methodswill addsignificantly to the cost of the terminal.
Another approach to authentication is to usesecondary security measuresto confirm the user☂sidentity. These measures may include:
♥ Automaticcallback, in which the connectionisbroken and the system dials the user at his

expected location.
♥ Personal questions, usually drawn randomly

from an extensivelist.
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Chapter 5 Reducing the threats to computer systems

♥ Encryption (see Appendix 3).

Control procedures
Once the user☂s identity has been established, he
or she should be given access only to those
resourcesthat are needed. For users of transaction
processing systems, who are often clerks, this
restricted environment may be managedby

a

tele-
processing monitor. A good monitorwill restrict the
user to the specified transactions and will prevent
direct access to the operating system. A similar
approach may be taken with videotex and special-
ised information retrieval systems. In every case,
it is essential that a failure of the supervisory
program should not leave the user in contact with
the operating system.

Timesharing users cannotbe restricted in this way,
since they must be given access to the operating
system. A good operating system will limit each
user to authorised files and operations. In other
cases, however, the operating system must be
supplemented by a security package such as RACF
or ACF2.

Most operating systems and security packages can
only control access to complete files and programs.
In manycases, however,there is a needto restrict
the fields that a user can retrieve, and even to
make such restrictions value-dependent. These
conditions can usually be enforced only by a
database management system, which must there-
fore be regarded as part of the control regime.

An ideal logical access-control regime would
provide:
♥ Completely flexible definition of users☂ rights to

access programs, data, and other resources.
♥ Theability to restrict access to data by files,

records, and fields.
♥ Separate controls for reading, modifying,

deleting, executing, and adding to the contents
of files.

♥ Reports of attempted violations and unusual
patterns of activity.

♥ Complete enforcement of the security rules in
both batch and online operation and during
failure conditions.

♥ Convenience in use.
♥ Low overheads.
In practice, these characteristics are difficult to
reconcile, and most control regimes fall somewhat
short of these ideals in their efficiency, con-
venience, and completeness.

Complete security in the area of logical access
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control requires the implementation of a ☁reference
monitor☂ to preventthe operation of Trojan Horses
(see Appendix 1). The monitor must be implemen-
ted in both hardware and software, and its correct
operation needs to be established formally. To date,
only one commercially available system, Honey-
well☂s DPS6-based SCOMP, comesnear to meeting
the highest standards in this regard.

DISGUISING SYSTEMS AND DATA
Many organisations make it easy for an outsider
who may accidentally come across printed com-
puter output to identify the meaning of the data.
Computer printout that has been lost or stolen can
usually be identified because the organisation☂s
nameis printed as part of the heading of the report
or is preprinted on every sheet of stationery. These
practices are often of no practical value to the
organisation. Omitting the organisation☂s name
from printouts would makeit that much more diffi-
cult to identify the meaning of the data.

If the data held are particularly sensitive or
valuable, or if the system is especially vulnerable
to penetration, it may be worthwhile disguising the
nature of the informationitself. The best meansof
disguising data is to encryptit undera proper key
management scheme (Appendix 3 describes the
most commonly used encryption methods).

If encryption is impractical or too expensive, a
simple alternative way of disguising data is to omit
descriptive headings and text. In our view this
method should only be regarded as a temporary
expedient because:
♥ It makes systems harder to use and maintain.
♥It does not provide much protection. Organ-

isations consistently overestimate the protection
provided by secrecy. Often a well-briefed
journalist or commercial rival knows enough to
interpret quite cryptic data.

MONITORING SECURITY SYSTEMS
To ensure that the security systems work, their
operation should be monitored. Valid actions and
invalid attempts should be recorded, and some of
them should be investigated at regular intervals.
Thereis little point in keeping recordsunless they
are analysed, at least sometimes. The following
activities should be monitored: password changes,
key changes,log-in attempts, overall activity levels,
and other specified events.

INSURANCE
The final action that can be taken to limit the
damage that may be caused to computer systems
is to take out appropriate insurance cover, but
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some risks may be uninsurable, at least for a
reasonable premium. These vary from country to
country, but may includestrikes, war, riot, radio-
activity, and dishonesty by certain staff.
We believe that organisations can minimise the
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risks to their computer systems by adopting thesesix kinds of defence measures. Examining thecurrent situation with regard to these defencemeasureswill assist any organisation in evaluatingthe security of its computer systemsandin identi-fying areas of vulnerability.
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The aim of most hackersis to gain access via public
data networksto interesting files and applications.
To do this, the hacker has to solve three main
problems:
♥ To locate a host computer.
♥ To persuade the host that he is an authorised

user.
♥ To upgradehis access rights in order to see more

of the system.
Once a hacker has penetrated a system, the
increasing use of user-friendly applications and
☁help☂ facilities (which are themselves excellent
developments) make it easy for him to find his way
around the system,its files, and applications.

LOCATING A HOST COMPUTER
Locating a host computer is probably the easiest
problem for a hacker to solve. The telephone
numbers and data network addresses of some hosts
are published, whilst others are divulged by staff
and swapped between hackers.If these sources
fail, the hacker may program his microcomputer
to search a range of numbers, listening for a modem
tone in each case. A flowchart for such a program
is given by Hugo Cornwall in The Hacker☂s
Handbook.

PERSUADING A HOST THAT THE HACKERIS
AN AUTHORISED USER

In order to persuade a host that he is an authorised
user, the hacker mustfirst identify some authentic
authorised users. This is usually easy to do. Some
computer centres have pigeonholes marked with
account names; some timesharing systemswill list
the users online, even for an unidentified user;
some account names are published in either
internal or public directories; some computer
centres do not destroy out-of-datelists of account
names but throw them away with their waste
paper.It is virtually impossible for account names
to be kept secret from a determined hacker.
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Appendix 1
Methods used by hackers

The next task is generally the mostdifficult facing
the hacker. He must subvert the system☂s
authentication facilities ♥ usually some sort of
password protection. The commonest method is
password guessing, but hackers may also use
spoofing and offline methods. In addition, the
hacker may have to subvert a secondary security
system, such as data encryption or automatic
callback.
PASSWORD GUESSING
The simplest kind of password guessing is an
exhaustive search. Every possible passwordis tried
in turn until the correct one is found. On many
modern systems, this method cannot be used from
online terminals because the connection is broken
after a small numberof unsuccessful attempts. This
greatly increases the time required for an
exhaustive search and usually triggers some alarm
signals. In the absence of such precautions, this
method will always work,but it is generally slow.
If, for instance, a hacker knew that a password was
four alphanumeric characters and could try one
every second,it would take him over 230 hours to
find a password. Because of the time taken (and
the associated connection costs), exhaustive search
is rarely used. Instead, the hacker exploits the fact
that users choose their passwordsin predictable,
rather than random, ways.
The database hackis a popular method of password
guessing. The hackerconstructsa list of commonly
used passwords(a partiallist is given in Figure A.1)
that he thentries on every accounthe canidentify.
This works in a surprisingly high proportion of
cases: more than half, according to some hackers.
Anotherselective method of password guessingis
the reverse hack. A few of the commonest pass-
words are tried in succession on each of several
accounts. This method sometimes avoids the
security system☂s limit on the numberof log-in
attempts allowed, and it also makes the attack
rather harder to find on a system log.
The hacker may exploit specific knowledge of the
people involved,especially if he works in the same
organisation. For instance:
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Figure A.1 Some commonly used English passwords
A single alphabetic character Kill
Account Love Ase
Aid Mickey Mouse ♥
Alpha No aeBatman OK sBeta Okay
Computer Password
Dead Please
Demo Robin
Dollar Secret☝
Donald Duck Sex
Games _ Superuser
God System ♥Hello f Test ]
Help Work
Intro Yes
Names of pop groups
Versions of the company name
The account name ie
 

♥ He maytry their car registration numbers,tele-
phone numbers, and names of their families,
pets, and favourite fictional characters.

♥He may see that they have written their
passwords in their diaries and look in their
diaries whilst they are away from their desks.

Finally, there are some specific password-guessing
rules that the hacker may use:
♥ If an account has been created for the chiefexecutive, it will often have a particularly easy

password.
♥ The accounts used by customer engineers have

standard names,and, often, the passwords used
during the initial testing of a system are not
subsequently changed.

SPOOFING
A spoof program mimics the log-in dialogue for thetarget system. The hacker arranges for anunsuspecting user to reach his spoof program,
rather than the system log-in routines, when he
attempts to access the system. The spoof program
then collects the user☂s account name and
password,files them, and aborts the session with
a plausible message, such as ☁☁LOGIN REJECTED DUE
TO NAME POOL OVERFLOW. TRY LATER☂. On his next
attempt, the user is connected to the genuine log-
in dialogue, and is unawarethat his account name
and password are now available for collection by
the hacker.

The keydifficulty in spoofing is to arrange for the
user to reach the spoof program, not the normal
log-in routine. Several methods are available to
achievethis:   

♥ If the terminalis a PC, then the spoof program
may be loaded on the PC.

♥ If the hacker can meddle with the PABX or
electronic public exchange, he may havecalls
to the host redirected to a PC runningthespoof
program.

♥ The user may be informed that the hostis
available more conveniently or cheaply via a
☁new access route☂, which is, of course, the
hacker☂s own computer.In this case, the spoof
program collects the password and then
announces that the access route is not yet
available.

Spoofing is an immensely powerful method, not
least because it does not alert system management
in the way that exhaustive search does.
OFFLINE METHODS
Sometimesit is easier to fool people than machines.
An astute hacker may be able to persuade the
system operator, by telephone,that he haslosthis
password andurgently needs computer access. Ex-
hacker Bill Landreth reports a more elaborate
method in which a student hackercollected per-
sonal data from employees of a company,in the
guise of a college class project. Some employees
were usingtheir first names as passwords, which
allowed the hacker to gain access to that com-
pany☂s computer.
SUBVERTING SECONDARY SECURITY FEATURES
Some systems use automatic callback, automatic
encryption, or questions about personal matters as
a secondary layer of systems security. These pro-
cedures add to the hacker☂s work, but they can
sometimes be subverted.
Where automatic callback is used and the callback
unit uses the sameline for incoming and outgoing
calls, the hacker maybe able to keep the line open
when he should have closed it, and impersonate
the telephone system by using a suitable gadget.
Evenif the unit uses separate lines for outgoing
calls, the hackercan play the sametrick if he can
identify those lines. Call-forwarding PABXs and
public exchanges can also be used to divert the
return call to the hacker☂s own telephone.
Thereis little experience of using encryption as an
authentication measure, though it is now being
used (see Appendix 3). A standardalgorithm is, of
course, only as secure as the secrecy of the key.
Atthe least, this acts as a second password.If the
key is built into the encryptor, and encryptors are
only madein matchedpairs (as in some proprietary
systems), then theft seems to be the only means
of breaking the system. Most hackers will not go
that far.
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Finally, the hacker can answer questions about
personal mattersif he knowsthe target user well
enough.

UPGRADING ACCESS RIGHTS

There are two main ways in which a hacker may
increase his access rights once he has penetrated
asystem. Either he may obtain access to another
accountthat already hasgreaterrights, or he may
be able to upgrade the rights for the account he
does have access to. Alternatively, if he can get
access to a sufficiently privileged account(that of
the system operator or the security officer, for
example), he may be able to create a new account
with many privileges.

OBTAINING ACCESS TO A HIGHLY PRIVILEGED ACCOUNT
To gain access to highly privileged accounts, the
hacker must first identify such accounts. Systems
usually list the names,either of all accounts or of
currently active accounts, and privileged accounts
often have distinctive names. In addition, as a
system user, the hacker will be able to find the
names of the people likely to have privileged
accounts. If these methods do not work, the hacker
will proceed bytrial and error until he finds such
an account.
In order to obtain access to a highly privileged
account, the hacker can use the same means he
used to acquire an account, but he can often do
so more efficiently. For example, if the system
allows someoneelse☂s privileges to be used during
a session, password guessing may be conducted at
machine, rather than terminal, speeds. It may
therefore be possible to try hundreds, even
thousands, of passwords per second, greatly
reducing the time needed even for an exhaustive
search. According to a recent supplement to the
Computer Fraud and Security Bulletin, a hacker
was able to obtain the password for someoneelse☂s
file in 178 seconds on a Prime 370, even though
the passwords could be up to seven characters
long. The authorof the supplement suggests a way
in which eventhis time could be greatly reduced.

Spoofing, too,is easier once the hacker has access
to an account:
♥ The hacker may load the spoof program on a

public terminal andwaittill someone else usesit.
♥ If anetwork break does notclose a timesharing

session, a hacker may load his spoof program
and then break his network connection. The
next user to access the port he had been using
will access the spoof program.
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♥On some systems, the interactive message
facility can be used to persuade the user that a
☁system fault☂ has occurred, and the hacker can
then presenta spoof version of the log-in screen.

On systems that allow a user to read the main
memory used by the operating system, the hacker
can read the input and output buffers associated
with other users. Account names and passwords
will appear there from time to time.
Some programming aids may be used to bypass
security controls by accessingfiles at physical level.
This may give direct access to passwords or even
to the tables that define the privileges of the
hacker☂s own account.

On some systems (some IBM System 38s, for
example) passwords are recorded in a system
journal.
On systems in which the passwordsare stored in
clear text, the hacker may simply read thefile of
passwords. Even whenthefile is secure against
online users, it may be readily accessible from a
batchjob that the hacker submits from his online
session.
On systems in which the user☂s passwordis held
in his own area, the hacker may write a Trojan
Horse. This may take the form of a computer game
or an attractive utility program that collects the
passwords of every person who usesit and returns
them to the hacker.
UPRATING THE ACCOUNT PRIVILEGE
In most systems,users are not able simply to grant
themselves additional privileges; this right is
reserved for particular users. Hackers use two
methods to subvert these controls, rapid fire and
Trojan Horse.
With the rapid fire method, the hacker writes a
program that issues a valid command to the
operating system but then changesit to a ☁grant
privilege☂ command between approval and
execution by the operating system.

When a Trojan Horse is used, its behaviour is
innocuousuntil it is called by a highly privileged
user. It then performs the ☁grant privilege☂
command that the hacker requires, before
continuing in its normal manner.

A more powerful variant of the Trojan Horseis
knownas a virus. Virus programsinsert copies of
the Trojan Horse into the user☂s own programs.
Experiments have shown that a virus may be
written in just a few days andthatit will usually
take less than an hourto obtain all the privileged
facilities for its creator.
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Appendix 2
Common faults in systems security

A failure in systemssecurity is usually due to one
of four reasons:
♥ Neglect of basic security procedures bystaff.
♥ Neglect of ordinary good professional practice.
♥ Betrayal by one or more staff members in a

position of trust.
♥ Risk-taking by management.

NEGLECT OF BASIC SECURITY
Any security safeguards are only as good as the
diligence of the least diligent operator, because a
breach at one point can often be exploited to create
others. Thisis clearly true for physical security. A
single intruderwill usually be able to admit others
through emergency exits, or even windows.It is
also truefor logical security. A hackerwill be able
to tell others the passwords he has learnt, and he
may beable to create accounts for other hackers.

The most common faults in physical security
include:
♥ Doors propped open.
♥ Admitting visitors without checking that they

are expected.
The most commonfaults in logical access securityare:
♥ Failure to change the standard passwords and

system engineer☂s accounts created when a
system is first installed.

♥ Sharing accounts and passwords.
♥ Use of one-character passwords.
♥ Failure to change passwordsregularly.
♥ Use of forename,spouse☂s forename, and other

easily guessed passwords (some of the most
frequently used English passwords werelisted
in Figure A.1.).

♥ Writing down passwords and account numbers
and sticking them onto a terminal. 

NEGLECT OF GOOD PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICE
In most commercial and professional fields there
are good practices that are well understood, but
that are not always followed.In data processing,
such practices include making a program opera-
tional only after it has been tested and authorised
by a responsible person and including checkpoints
in long-running batch programs. In finance, these
practices include minimising the numberof people
whohaveto be trusted by avoiding the concentra-
tion of authority and by authenticating requests for
funds transfer. In banking, the practices include
insisting on peopletakingall their annual leave and
mandatory job rotation.
Most computer frauds described in this reportwould have been impossible if the target organ-
isations had followed established professional
practices.

BETRAYAL BY ONE OR MORE STAFFMEMBERSIN POSITIONS OF TRUST
A betrayal of trust is probably the mostdifficultfault to deal with because it is a fault in theemployee rather than in the organisation.
Every organisation has peoplein positions of trust,people whose honesty must be assumed. This isprobably very well understood in most organ-isations, and greatcare will be taken in recruitingand managing people such as buyers and creditcontrollers.
It is less well understood that the job of systemsprogrammer is now also a position of trust. Acompetent systems programmeris likely to havethe skills that would allow him to sabotage asignificant part of the company☂s operations,subvert majorfinancial systems, and conceal boththe method and his own responsibility frommanagement and auditors.
Applications programmers, on the other hand, poseless of a threat to the organisation☂s computer
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Appendix 2 Common faults in systems security

systems. They can be kept out of the operating
system (by defences maintained by the systems
programmers), and inspecting and testing their
work will usually prevent them from committing
a fraud.

RISK-TAKING BY MANAGEMENT
No organisation can makeitself completely secure
against fraud, spying, and sabotage. As in other
areas, complete systemssecurity is unobtainable,
and every organisation has gaps in its security
coverage, of which it is more or less aware.
Oneof the best examplesof calculated risk-taking
is provided by those ATM networks that will
dispense money after fewer checks than normal
whenthe central computer is down. The managers
of these networks have clearly chosen to maintain
public service despite the increased exposure to
fraud.

A second example of calculated risk-taking con-
cerns the use of ordinary operating systems,all of
which are insecure. This insecurity takes many
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forms, including the following:
♥ Lists of passwords are held in clear text.
♥ Thesecurityfiles for the online system are freely

available to batch programs. (The TSO-SPF
backup managementfile may generally be read
in this way.)

♥ A delay occurs betweenthe validation of a com-
mandto the operating system andits execution.
Duringthis delay, the program issuing the com-
mand may changeit from a permitted command
to one that would not be permitted.

♥ Passwords are held in main memory, open to
inspection from other programs.

♥ On one popular minicomputer, programsgiven
very high privileges on one installation retain
those privileges when transferred to another.

It is probably impossible to make an operating
system completely secure, and it is certainly
impossible to prove that this has been done. Given
that attempts to improve operating system security
are expensive, particularly in systems programming
effort, managementwill generally havelittle choice
but to accept some degree ofrisk.
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Appendix 3
Encryption methods

Encryptionis the systematic transformation of the
information that is to be protected, called the
plaintext, into an apparently random data stream,
called the ciphertext. Decryption is the reverse
process. In communications systems, encryption
may be used either to conceal data from aneavesdropper or to authenticate the sender.
All encryption (or cipher) systems require analgorithm and a key. Thealgorithm is usually builtinto hardware and may be published. Ciphersystemsare of two kinds: private key and publickey.

PRIVATE KEY CIPHER SYSTEMS

Most cipher systemsare ☁private key☂. The samekey is used for encryption and decryption andshould therefore be kept completely secret. Toreduce the chance of keys being divulged, theymust be changed fairly frequently. There areseveral ways of helping people keep keys secret,including:
♥ Containing the key within a tamperproofencryption unit.
♥ Distributing the key in a physical key carrier.
♥ Distributing the key using an even more securecipher.
The best-known private key cipher is the DataEncryption Standard (DES). DES was developed byIBM and adopted asthe United States standard in1977. The International Standards Organisation iscurrently considering adopting DES as aninternational standard under the name DataEncryption Algorithm No. 1.
In a paper published in 1977, two computerscientists (Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman)atStanford University showed that the 64-bit DESkeys could be broken by exhaustive search on aspecially built parallel computer. The machinewould have one million custom-designed chips,each comparing a known plaintext with thecorresponding ciphertext for a series of keys. Diffie
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and Hellmanestimated that it would cost some $20
million to build such a machine. IBM subsequently
estimated an end-user price of $200 million for ahypothetical machine to be delivered in 1981.
The proposed machine would be able to break aDESkey in an average of 12 hours,at a cost ofabout $5,000. Diffie and Hellman also showed that,for ASCII text, a variant of the proposed machinewould be able to break DES in the absence ofknownplaintext.
The proposed machine would benefit fully from the
falling cost of electronics. Diffie and Hellman
estimated that, by 1987, the machine could be built
for about $200,000 and that each DES key would
then cost about $50 to break. They point out that,in some cases, it might be worthwhile keepingciphered text until it becamepossible to break the
key economically.
The DESstandard could be made immuneto attackby these methodsbyusing a longer key. For a keyof 128 bits, the expected search cost would be$2 10%. The actual key length (64 bits) was chosenafter pressure on IBM from the National SecurityAgency of the United States. The reasons for thepressurearestill secret, but it is widely assumedthat the NSA wishedto ensure that it could break
messages sent using the DES keycipher.
We are not aware of any evidence that anyone hasactually built a ☁Diffie-Hellman machine☂, but webelieve that anyone who has strong reasons toconceal data from anynationalintelligence agencyshould notrely on a single stage of DES encryption.This is clearly the view of the United Statesgovernment. American law makesit a criminal
offence to transmit classified data protected only
by DES. Two stages of DES encryption, with
different keys, should provide sufficient security
(and the United States has forbidden the export of
certain double-encrypting devices).
Non-DESencryption units are being sold by several
companies, including British Telecom, CASE,
Randata, and Zeta. These companies have notpublishedtheir algorithms, but they claim that their
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ciphers are at least as secure as DES. They maintain
that their secrecy is an added advantage. Their
refusal to publish makesit impossible to evaluate
their claims, which may well be true. By contrast,
we knowthelevel of security provided by DES.

PUBLIC KEY CIPHER SYSTEMS
Ina public key cipher system, the transmission and
receiving keys are different. Though these keys are
mathematically related, the relationship is so
complex that it is not possible to deduce one from
the other(in either direction) in a reasonable time.
When used to conceal data, the sending
(encryption) key is published; this allows anyone
to send data that only the intended recipient can
read. The recipient☂s security requires only that he
keep the receiving key secure, andthisis relatively
easy to do. He is not dependent on other people
to maintain the secrecy because only he has the
receiving key.
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For authentication purposes, the sender publishes
his receiving key. Heis the only person whocan gen-
erate messages that can be decodedusingthat key.

The best-knownpublic key cipheris that of Rivest,
Shamir, and Adleman, whichis currently said to
be much more secure than DES. However,likeall
public key systems, it requires long keys anda lot
of processing. Public key systems are currently
impractical for the protection of data transmitted
at even moderate speeds, but they can be used for
authentication and in special circumstances, such
as the distribution of DES keys.
Public key systems are appropriate for providing
authentication in the public and semipublic net-
works that are now emerging for the exchange of
mail and commercial information between organ-
isations. Experience has shown that electronic mail
systems are not entirely secure, and we look
forward with some impatienceto the introduction
of public key authentication in public mail systems.
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Butler CoxButler Cox is an independent management consul-
tancy and research organisation, specialising in the
application of information technology within com-
merce, government and industry. The companyoffers
a wide range of services both to suppliers and users
of this technology. The Butler Cox Foundation is a
service operated by Butler Cox on behalf of sub-
scribing members.
Objectives of the Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on behalf
of subscribing members the opportunities and possible
threats arising from developments in the field of
information systems.
The Foundation not only provides access to an
extensive and coherent programme of continuous
research, it also provides an opportunity for
widespread exchange of experience and views
between its members.
Membership of the FoundationThe majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundation are large organisations seeking
to exploit to the full the most recent developments
in information systems technology. An important
minority of the membership is formed by suppliers of
the technology. The membershipis international, with
participants from Australia, Belgium, France, Italy,
the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and elsewhere.
The Foundation research programmeThe research programmeis planned jointly by Butler
Cox and by the memberorganisations. Half of the
research topics are selected by Butler Cox and half
by preferences expressed by the membership. Each
year a shortlist of topics is circulated for consideration
by the members. Member organisations rank the
topics according to their own requirements and as a
result of this process, members☂ preferences are
determined.
Before each research project starts there is a further
opportunity for members to influence the direction
of the research. A detailed description of the project
defining its scope and the issues to be addressedis
sent to all members for comment.

The report series
The Foundation publishes six reports each year. The
reports are intended to be read primarily by senior
and middle managers who are concerned with the
planning of information systems. They are, however,
written in a style that makes them suitable to be read
both by line managers and functional managers. The
reports concentrate on defining key management
issues and on offering advice and guidance on how
and whento address thoseissues.
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